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Abstract. Understanding the migrating patterns of cells in the immune
system is of great importance; especially the changes of direction and
its cause. For macrophages and other immune cells, excessive migration
could be related to autoimmune diseases and cancer. In this work, an
algorithm to analyse the change in direction of cells before and after they
interact with another cell is proposed. The main objective is to provide
insights into the notion that interactions between cell structures appear
to anticipate migration. Such interactions are determined when the cells
overlap and form clumps of two or more cells. The algorithm integrates
a segmentation technique capable of detecting overlapping cells and a
tracking framework into a tool for the analysis of the trajectories of cells
before and after they overlap. The preliminary results show promise into
the analysis and the hypothesis proposed, and it lays the ground work
for further developments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The immune system is one of the biological systems where cell migration per-
forms a key task [1,2]. Macrophages are cells of the immune system that filter
foreign particles when settled in lymphoid tissues and the liver [1]. In home-
ostasis, or the tendency to an equilibrium of physiological processes, the role of
macrophages range from tissue repair through to immune responses to pathogens
[3]. However, excessive migration can be related to autoimmune diseases and
cancer [4]. The model organism Drosophila melanogaster has led to clues of how
these cells integrate environmental cues into migration patterns [2]; interactions
amongst the cells’ structures appear to anticipate the direction of migration [5]
as the observation of cells in humans is complicated.
Cell segmentation, the correct identification of a cell from other cells and
background, and tracking, linking detected objects in one time frame to the
objects in the following time frames, has been widely studied [6,7,8,9]. Cellular
events, such as the interaction between cells, are also of importance. In [6],
several tracking algorithms were evaluated with a series migratory cells with very
different conditions, not only in their ability to track detected objects, but also
to identify cellular events, like mitosis. In [10], the analysis of the trajectories of
crustaceans observed in microfluidic settings produced by the tracking algorithm
was used to provide insights on an external state of the segmented objects, i.e.
the health of the environment. In a similar setting as the work here presented,
the tracking of fluorescently labelled macrophages in single frames has been done
[11], showcasing the complex interactions the cells that manifest as overlapping
(defined as clumps) and segmentations.
In this work, an algorithm to analyse the movement of fluorescently labelled
macrophages is proposed. Particular emphasis is placed in the analysis of the
cells’ trajectories and the interaction between cells. The algorithm integrates the
segmentation algorithm described in [11] into the software framework PhagoSight
[12], and utilises the overlapped clumps as points of interaction between the cells.
The main hypothesis of this work is that the direction of a given cell will change
noticeably before and after an interaction with another cell (Figure 1).
Fig. 1: Outline of the main hypothesis in this work. The interactions of the cells in a
clump appear to influence on the migration patterns of the cells. The diagram shows
(a) the case where a cell’s trajectory does not change significantly from a point chosen
arbitrarily; (b) shows the expectation of a cell that interacting in a clump and changing
direction noticeably.
2 MATERIALS
Three different experiments of fluorescently labelled macrophages of the model
organism Drosophila melanogaster were observed, producing three distinct videos
of migrating macrophages. In each of the experiments, the nuclei were labelled
with GFP-Moesin, appearing red, while the microtubules of the cells were la-
belled with Clip-GFP, a microtubule probe that appears green [5]. The three
datasets contain RGB images of size pnw, nh, ndq “ p512, 672, 3q at a pixel den-
sity of 0.21µm{pixel and two layers of fluorescence. The number of frames per
dataset is 541, 361 and 462 frames, respectively. In a previous development [11],
overlapping cells were studied and how to separate them. Overlapping cells were
referred to as clumps and will be considered points of interaction between cells.
Figure 2 contains an example frame and detail of the clumps, where interactions
between cells can be appreciated.
Fig. 2: Representative time frame highlighting in red (a,b) the interactions between
cells. (c) Shows the intensities for the red and green channel along an image profile
(yellow, solid). Detail of the highlighted pairs of cells, (a) and (b) are shown. Bars
10µm.
The clumps in this work will be studied as points of potential interactions
between two or more cells. Empirical observation of the data suggest that the
interaction of the cells, which cause clumps could influence the migration pattern
of the cells involved. Figure 3 displays a series of frames taken from a couple of
cells that overlap and then appear to change direction.
3 METHODS
The method in this work can be divided into four stages of analysis. First, the
segmentation of each channel individually. Then, the tracking of the objects
detected in the red channel is performed, and the detections of each channel are
classified as clumps or single cells. Finally, for each track, the change of direction
(∆ Direction) is found before and after a given clump. Figure 4 shows a graphical
representation of the procedures carried out in this work. Each stage is detailed
in the following sections.
3.1 Segmentation of fluorescence intensity channels
The segmentation procedure for segmenting each of the respective channels fol-
lows three steps, fully described in [11]. Following a low-pass filtering, each chan-
nel was segmented by a hysteresis thresholding technique [12]. Finally, a morpho-
logical opening with a disk structural element pr “ 3q was performed to remove
noise and smooth the edges. Detection of clumps was achieved by comparing the
number of nuclei detected within the area covered by each segmentation of the
green channel.
Fig. 3: Representation of the movement of two cells before and after the interaction
(clump). Five frames are shown with arrows which represent the observed direction of
movement, before (red) and after (green) the clump. Frame 46, in the centre, shows
an interaction between the two moving cells, where a clump would be formed. Bars
10µm.
Fig. 4: Graphical illustration of the analysis done in this work. Three principal phases
are depicted. (a) Segmentation of each fluorescence channel. (b) Tracking of the red
channel and identification of each clump. Each mark (ˆ) in the diagram corresponds
to a different time frame. (c) Finally, the measuring of the change of direction angle
(θx) before and after a detected clump.
3.2 Tracking of the nuclei using PhagoSight
Tracking, defined in this work as linking the segmented objects in the RED
channel, was performed through the PhagoSight software [12,13] a framework
for cell tracking that uses the Keyhole algorithm [14,15].
The Keyhole Tracking Algorithm. The algorithm is a technique that
links the segmented objects in contiguous frames through the analysis of the
velocity and direction of the object at frames t ´ 1 and t and estimating the
position of the object at frame t ` 1. The methodology assumes that the most
likely position of the child object, that is the one at t`1, will follow on the same
direction and velocity of the object at present frame, t, and parent, object at t´1.
As changes in the velocity and direction are possible, the algorithm generates
two regions of probability set to anticipate for the child object’s landing in frame
t ` 1. The name of the algorithm follows the shape of the probability regions
defined, which together resemble an old style keyhole. The distance between the
parent and present objects, l, is used to define two regions: the wedge, which is
an arc of length θw “ pi{3 and radius rw “ 3ˆ l to accommodate for objects
accelerating; and the circle, which accounts for the rest of the θc “ 5pi{3 arc
not covered by the wedge, and that has a radius of rc “ l{2. Figure 5 shows the
different regions defined previously.
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Fig. 5: Graphical illustration of the Keyhole algorithm. Two examples of different ve-
locities are shown. A landing position is predicted taking into account the velocity of
the previous frame.
Addition of clump information. Each track produced by PhagoSight
includes the information of the cell’s nuclei that has been tracked and linked
from one frame to others. The information of interest to this work is explained
in Table 1, it includes parameters such as time frame, position and velocity of
each nuclei at each time frame. At each point in time, the presence of clumps
was detected by counting the number of nuclei contained within a single object
detected in the green channel.
As each nuclei within a clump has a track associated to them, each clump
can be uniquely identified via a simple unique identifier number or for short code,
which includes the labels of the tracks conatined within it. For instance, let r, q
be the labels of two tracks (r ă q) which at a certain point in time belong to
a clump, then the code c is defined by cpr, qq “ cpq, rq “ 1000q ` r. The value
of 1000 is chosen arbitrarily as a large number, larger than the number of total
tracks. Notice how the tracks’ labels are arranged from left to right starting with
the highest identifier to the lowest; for example, code 24013 would correspond
to a clump that at a certain frame contains tracks 24 and 13. The previous
definition can be extended for an arbitrary number of labels m interacting in
the same clump as cpr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ri, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rmq “ řmi“1 1000i´1ri.
Table 1: Brief description of the parameters measured per track.
Field Description
Time frame Frame in the dataset where the following parameters were measured.
Position pxt, ytq Cartesian coordinates of the centroid of the detected nucleus.
Velocity Calculated with the position of the previous frame.
Track label Unique identifier for each track.
Each clump can be uniquely identified based on the tracks contained in it.
Table 2 shows a simple example of the creation of the clump codes. The inclusion
of the codes facilitates the analysis of the cells that interact with each other.
Table 2: Examples of clump codes created through the track labels obtained by
PhagoSight by applying the defined codes. See text for detailed explanation.
Clump code Code construction cp¨q Tracks within clump
2001 cp2, 1q “ 2000` 1 2,1
3002 cp3, 2q “ 3000` 2 3,2
5003002 cp5, 3, 2q “ 5000000` 2000` 1 5,3,2
3.3 Measuring the change of direction before and after a clump
The algorithm developed in this work, estimates the angle formed between the
direction of the cell prior to an interaction (clump) and the direction of the
cell once the interaction is over and it does not belong to any clump. Let θx P
p´pi, piq be the angle that measures the direction change (∆ direction). Let a
track with label r, given by Tr “
 pxt, ytq P R2|t “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tT(, interact with
another Tq through a clump with code cpr, qq, such that the overlap between
the two cells happens at time frames tk0 , tk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , tkC . The determination of θx
involves analysing the tracks Tr, Tq starting S frames before tk0 and finalising at
S frames after tkC . Frames tk0´S , ¨ ¨ ¨ , tkC`S will be referred to as the clump span;
likewise, the time frames where the tracks are interacting, tk0 , tk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , tkC , will
be referred to as clump length. Figure 6 shows a schematic of the tracks analysed
and the choice of the time frames. Figure 9 displays the process of selecting the
lines from which direction before and after the clump will be selected, and the
way the angle will be measured. The estimation assesses the change of direction
of each cell that exits a clump, relative to the orientation it has entering it.
Fig. 6: Diagram explaining the time frames chosen from tracks Tr, Tq for the analysis of
direction change. The time frames chosen for the analysis are S frames before tk0 and
S frames after tkC . The time frames are selected, and schematics of the cells moving
are shown for each stage.
3.4 Experiments
All three datasets were segmented in both and tracked. The tracks’ information
was searched to find cases of clumps that fulfil the following criteria:
1. Only two cells interacting. There are cases where more than one cells
integrate a clump. These cases were excluded from the analysis as it is not
clear whether the interaction of more than two cells would be different from
the interaction between a pair.
2. In and out cases. The cases selected only involved cells with a well-defined
clump span, in which the cell would enter the clump and exit it without
disappearing or interacting with other clumps.
3. Immediate reaction. A small value for S “ 5 was chosen to define the
clump span, as the interest of this paper is to study the immediate reaction
of a cell after interacting within a clump. In this work, the clump length was
not taken into consideration.
4. Both cells in clump. Cases where both tracks in the clump had a well-
defined clump span were preferred as they would allow an analysis per clump.
Once the tracks were selected, the θx angles were calculated for each case. Addi-
tionally, for each track selected, the 2S time frames leading up to the clump were
selected to compare the change of direction with a cell that has not interacted
with a clump.
(a) . (b) .
Fig. 7: Diagram explaining the calculation of the angle of direction change (θx). (a)
Shows the determination of the direction before and after the clump, while (b) displays
the calculation of the angle θx from the previously selected lines. The red arrow rep-
resents the line generated by points at times tk0´S and tk0´1, while the green arrow
shows the points at times tkC`1 and tkC`S .
4 RESULTS
All datasets were segmented and tracked, however, only two datasets were consid-
ered for the change of direction analysis due to inconsistent tracks being present,
where a single cell would produce more than one tracks. Based the criteria in
Section 3.4, thirty eight cases between the two datasets were selected.
Figure 8 displays an example of two cells interacting through a given span
and the orientation lines before (red) and after the clump (green). To showcase
the calculation of their respective θx, Figure 9 is included to show the clump
span of (a) and (b), reoriented and displaying the arc of θx in magenta. Finally,
all the 20 tracks selected for one dataset are shown in Figure 10, trying to
show qualitatively the hypothesis depicted in Section 3.4, Figure 1. The angles
of direction change θx in the experiments with interactions (a) had a mean of
37.4˝˘77.65 while the mean of the angles of the cells that do not interact (b) was
1.01˝ ˘ 82.2. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank test [16] was implemented to compare
the results, and with a p ą 0.05 the null hypothesis could not be rejected.
5 DISCUSSION
Preliminary work in this field [11] did not consider the inclusion the images
analysed in the temporal context; only focusing in disambiguating the lost infor-
mation of overlapping regions in the clump. In this work, a different approach to
the analysis of migrating macrophages is presented. Its main contribution is to
provide a framework for the analysis of movement of macrophages overcoming
the difficulties of the challenging green channel.
Fig. 8: Change of direction before and after a clump. A frame which contains both
interacting cells, (a) and (b), is shown. The lines and points marked represent a col-
lection of frames before and after the cells interacted in a clump. The mean position
of each nuclei while in the clump is shown in magenta (˛) and a dotted ellipse repre-
sents one standard deviation from the mean. Each cell presents a red solid line that
shows the orientation of movement before the clump, and a green line that represents
the orientation of movement after. Figure 9 shows a simplified view of the same cells’
changes in orientation.
Fig. 9: Representation of change of direction before and after a clump. The tracks of
the cells depicted in Figure 8 are shown. (a) and (b) represent a single cell’s trajectory
before and after interacting in a clump. The red lines represent the trajectory before
the clump and are formed by the first and last points in the cells path (blue ´ ˛ ´).
The green lines show the orientation after the interaction. Each green line has been
rotated in proportion to the rotation of the respective red line. The path of the cell
after the clump is shown in orange (: ˚).
Fig. 10: Comparison of the changes in track directions with or without clump interac-
tion within the entire dataset (N “ 20). The sold line represents a cell’s trajectory and
the markers p¨q represents the position at a certain time frame. Each line can be read
from the utmost left point and continuing along the line to the next time frame marker.
(a) illustrates cells entering or exiting a clump, where the origin (0,0) represents the
clump formation. Grey lines represent 5 time frame points of each cell’s track before
entering a clump. Red lines represent 5 time frame points of each cell’s track after
exiting a clump. (b) illustrates the movement of cells before entering a clump, where
the origin (0,0) represents a chosen arbitrary point (time frame 6). This experiment is
the realisation of the experiment proposed in Figure 1.
The algorithm also provides early insights into the relationship between the
interactions between cells and the movement patterns, as shown by Figure 10,
where the cells involved in an interaction (a) show much more variability and it
appears, wider angles compared to the cells that do not interact (b).
The limitations of the algorithm involved the underlying limitations of the
segmentation and tracking methods at dealing with complicated interactions.
First of all, one of the datasets was excluded from the analysis as the tracks
were inconsistent upon manual verification. The problems could be inherited
from the limitations of the keyhole algorithm, which only considers velocity and
previous direction to estimate the upcoming position. The problems could also
be due to segmentation, as the dataset in question, contains more variability in
the intensities than the ones used in the analysis, as well as a larger number of
cells interacting in each clump. Future work could improve this by incorporating
post-processing to the tracks.
Referring to Figure 10 the difference between the means of the angles could
not be proven significantly different. This fact could have various explanations,
which will be addressed in future developments of this work: (i) A deeper un-
derstanding is needed in terms of the value of S, for the amount of frames to be
taken before and after the start and end of the clump; (ii) the length of the clump
was not taken into consideration, and sometimes larger clumps could introduce
other variables not accounted for, or interactions not quantified (Figures 8 and
9); finally, (iii) the calculation of the direction was done simply by taking two
points before and after the clump, future work will include more sophisticated
models of to assess an overall direction considering some or all the points.
It is worth noting that the movement that is being tracked in this work
involves only the nuclei in the red channel. A more complete analysis could the
shapes of the cells in the green channel as they evolve through time, as introduced
in [17]. Such an analysis, incorporated into the idea presented in this work could
lead to more precise insights about the movement of macrophages in time, and
a better understanding of the moving patterns of the cells upomn interaction.
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